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Can You Copyright The Taste Of Food?  From VOA

The European Union’s highest court (1)__________________ (DISMISS) an attempt by a Dutch 
cheese maker to copyright its cream cheese. The ruling (2)__________________ (MEAN) that a 
person or company (3)__________________ (Neg.MODAL/ LEGALLY/OWN) the taste of food and 
prevent others from copying it.

Dutch company Levola Hengelo (4)__________________ (MAKE) a cheese spread 
(5)__________________ (CALL) “Heksenkaas,” or witches’ cheese. The company 
(6)__________________ (CLAIM) that cheese maker Smilde (7)__________________ (COPY) its 
product with another cheese spread called "witte Wievenkaas," or white women's cheese.

So, Levola (8)__________________ (TAKE) its competitor to court. The company 
(9)__________________ (SAY) the competitor’s cheese (10)__________________ (BE) a copy of 
its product and (11)__________________ (VIOLATE) its copyright of the cheese’s taste.

Match the verb with the best definition.

to let on
to blow up
to smell
to slit
to lean
to set up
to catch up

to succeed in reaching (a person) in front, to reach the same quality or standard, to discuss the 
latest news.
to make a long, narrow cut
to detect an odour with your nose, to use the sense of smell.
to prepare (a machine, an experiment), to erect, to arrange (meeting)
to reveal a secret
to incline, bend or deviate from the vertical. to incline in opinion.
to destroy with an explosion, to inflate with gas or air, to enlarge (for a photo), to lose self-
control

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

He (LET ) on

We (BLOW)  up

She (SMELL) 

You (SLIT) 

It (LEAN) 

I (SET) up

They (CATCH) up

Use the verbs from the table to complete the following sentences.
1. Jack  …................................. open the envelope with a paper knife.
2. In James Bond movies they …......................................................... up a lot of buildings.
3. We  …........................... a meeting on the 9th.
4. Does Michael Flynn know more than he  ….......................on?
5. Immigrant students need extra language classes so they can  …................................. up 

with native speakers.
6. Pisa is not the only town with a tower that …................... . Venice, Bologna and Rome have 

…............................. towers too.
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7. The bakery …..................... of fresh baked bread, and my baguette was still warm.

Put the correct word into each sentence.

blown up     catching up     leaning     letting on     set up     slitting     smell     
1. New technologies can  …........................................ sickness, using a breath test.
2. Christmas is all about sitting together around the dinner table, relaxing 

and................................... with the family. 
3. The tallest concrete structure in the United Kingdom, 244m-tall chimney of the  Grain A 

Power Station in Kent,  was............................last September. 
4. Bob Mueller does not like talking to reporters, and he certainly knows a lot more than he is

…................................................................
5. Is your career ladder ….................................. against the wrong wall?
6. Roll …............................................. is a cutting operation that cuts a large roll of material, 

such as plastic, into narrower rolls 
7. How will you.......................................... your experiment? How many experimental groups 

will you have? How will you measure the effect you wish to study? How long will the 
experiment last?
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